
Unlock the Secrets of Forex Trading with Us



DISCLAIMer
High Risk Involved in Foreign Exchange Trading

Trading on the foreign exchange market carries high risk, and it may not be suitable for
everyone. Even more, trading on margin and utilizing leverage can raise the risk level and lead
to a complete loss of investment funds.

We strongly advise you to carefully consider your personal investment objectives, level of
experience, and risk tolerance before using any of our software or alerts products or deciding
to trade the foreign exchange market.

Please be aware that there is a possibility of sustained significant loss
Therefore, it is important not to invest or trade with any capital that you cannot afford to lose.

As an investor or trader, it is your responsibility to understand and be mindful of all the risks
associated with foreign exchange trading. If you have doubts about foreign exchange trading,
seek professional advice from an independent certified financial advisor.



Foreign Exchange
(forex or FX)

Foreign Exchange (forex 
or FX) is the trading of one 
currency for another.



CORPORATIONS

Active hedgers seeking
to protect their profit
through buying / selling
currencies.

TRADERS

Risk-taking individuals
who come to the FX
market to earn money
fast.

CENTRAL BANKS

Forex trendsetters that
control the money
supply in a given
economy.

COMMERCIAL BANKS

Private credit
organizations that do
most of the global
currency trading through
electronic networks.

GOVERNMENTS

Market movers that set
economic goals & shake
the markets with political
decisions.

INVESTMENT FUNDS

High-skilled investors
who have a broader
selection of investment
opportunities.

FOREXFOREX



FOREx Market
new york 

stock exchange

tokyo
stock exchange

london
stock exchange

$6.6 Trillion$6.6 Trillion

$22.4 Billion$22.4 Billion

$18.9 Billion$18.9 Billion

$7.2 Billion$7.2 Billion

Average Daily Trading Volume



E b

S I
employee busniness-owner

Self-employed investor

CASHFLOW QUADRANT
They ARE paid
according to the length of their working hours.

They ARE paid 
from their business revenue.

They ARE paid 
according to their work value.

They ARE paid
from their investments and real estates.

No leverage

No leverage

leverage

passive income





inalai Leaders

Alton Patterson

Co-Founder of INalai & Success
Team President 

20+ years of Network Marketing
Experience

7+ Figure Earner within the direct
sales industry

Built global organizations across
5 continents

ABU Qureshi 

Co-Founder of INalai & Head of
Trading Technology

8+ years trading experience

Mentored by multiple 6, 7 & 8
figure traders 

10+ years of networking
experience

Joel Theler 

Co - Founder of INalai & President
of Operations

 20+ years of network marketing
experience.

Has generated millions in sales as a
global expansion expert.

Mentored by industry leaders and
legends.





Over $1 ,500 dollars in value

HawkeyiesignalsINALAI
university ( IU ) 

LIVe trading
rooms



You will learn the basics of trading all the
way to advanced trading. 

IU has over 25+ educational videos  in
multiple languages (videos are added and
update regularly)

The academy was specifically designed by
professional traders for you.

inalaI University ( IU ) 



Inalai.io/university

Inalai



 Ask questions

Learn while you earn 

Trade live with
professionals traders

Maximize signals 

Live trading room



Inalai.io

Inalai



Copy, paste & profit.

Our traders will provide signals & analysis.

Earn while you learn.

Trade ideas



For examples purposes, past results does not
guarantee future results.



Hawkeyie is an Artifical Intelligent (AI) trading
tool, with multiple strategies and software that
makes trading simple for you.

Hawkeyie can be used for any type of strategy.

Hawkeyie



 100% hands free automation

Have the professionals trade for you

Consistent compounding 

Earn while you learn

Auto solution

$30$30
monthly



$175$175

$99$99

over $1 ,500 value





Personally sponsor 3 Affiliates on
ReBuy and your monthly fee is waived

Free



L R

Start-up
$175 Down

Bring 3 and your business
is better than FREE...

Personal sponsor
You will earn 

$35 L1  
$20 L2

L R

31 31
$1,500$1,500$1,500

L R

10 10
$400$400$400

THE GAME PLANTHE GAME PLANTHE GAME PLAN
Refer  3 partners, your BIZ is better than FREE.

Help those 3 become better than FREE.

Nurture those who share the same passion and
desire for helping others.

Commit to this blueprint until you achieve the rank
of ICON.

Teach this blueprint to everyone in your
organization until they achieve their desired end
result.

$99 Monthly

Personal sponsor
You will earn 

$10 L1  
$5 L2

Rebuy



COMPENSATION

  PLAN 
GRID

ASSOCIATE

TEAM BUILDER

MANAGER

DIRECTOR

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

VICE PRESIDENT

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

PRESIDENT

DIAMOND AMBASSADOR

PLATINUM AMBASSADOR

ELITE AMBASSADOR

LEGEND

ICON

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

5

5

5

5

3 PERSONAL MEMBERS

10 LEFT - 10 RIGHT

31 LEFT - 31 RIGHT

78 LEFT - 78 RIGHT

155 LEFT - 155 RIGHT

235 LEFT - 235 RIGHT

468 LEFT - 468 RIGHT

937 LEFT - 937 RIGHT

1,562 LEFT - 1,562 RIGHT

2,812 LEFT - 2,812 RIGHT

3,750 LEFT - 3,750 RIGHT

7,500 LEFT - 7,500 RIGHT

11,250 LEFT - 11,250 RIGHT

15,000 LEFT - 15,000 RIGHT

$125.00

$400.00

$1,500.00

$2,400.00

$3,500.00

$5,840.00

$10,000.00

$14,000.00

$18,400.00

$26,100.00

$33,800.00

$60,100.00

$86,400.00

$112,700.00

RANK NAMESRANK NAMES PERSONAL MEMBERSPERSONAL MEMBERS BINARY QUALIFICATIONBINARY QUALIFICATION MONTHLY INCOMEMONTHLY INCOME



RANK

TEAM BUILDER

DIRECTOR

VICE PRESIDENT

EXECUTIVE VICE
 PRESIDENT

DIAMOND
AMBASSADOR

ELITE 
AMBASSADOR

ICON

REWARD

$100.00

$500.00

$1,000.00

$5,000.00

$10,000.00

$25,000.00

$50,000.00

Upon achieving the rank of Team
Builder and Director, bonuses will  be
paid at the end of the corresponding
month. For ranks of Vice President

and higher, you're required to achieve
and maintain that rank 2 times in a 3

months timeframe. In instances where
multiple ranks are achieved in the
same month, payouts will  be paid

according to the ranks requirements.

Upon achieving the rank of Team
Builder and Director, bonuses will  be
paid at the end of the corresponding
month. For ranks of Vice President

and higher, you're required to achieve
and maintain that rank 2 times in a 3

months timeframe. In instances where
multiple ranks are achieved in the
same month, payouts will  be paid

according to the ranks requirements.



Platinum Ambassador - ICON

customers 

Manager - Executive Director

Team Builder

Vice President - Diamond Ambassador

customers 

customers 

customers 

1
2

4
5

Customer Path to Icon



GLOBAL BONUS

YOU

SIGN 4 NEW CUSTOMERS &
YOU'LL EARN A SHARE

EVERYONE WHO EARNS A SHARE WILL RECEIVE
AN EQUAL PORTION OF THE GLOBAL BONUS POOL

DON'T MISS THE CHANCE TO BE A PART OF THIS OPPORTUNITY!



YOU

Binary $400               Bonus $100

LEVEL 2
EARN $320

Total $960 FOR EXAMPLE PURPOSES ONLY



Affiliate Payout
All affiliate commissions are paid every Wednesday. Commission

periods start every Sunday at 12:00 am to midnight every Saturday. 

ALL  T IMES  ARE  BASED  ON  GMT T IME  ZONE
Commissions are paid out via the following methods

Local Bank transfer Cryptocurrency PayPal



do you have any questions ?


